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gemini Encodes a Zebrafish L-Type Calcium Channel That
Localizes at Sensory Hair Cell Ribbon Synapses
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L-type Ca 2� channels (LTCCs) drive the bulk of voltage-gated Ca 2� entry in vertebrate inner ear hair cells (HCs) and are essential for
mammalian auditory processing. LTCC currents have been implicated in neurotransmitter release at the HC afferent active zone, the
ribbon synapse. It is likely that LTCCs play a direct role in vesicle fusion; however, the subcellular localization of the channels in HCs has
not been fully resolved. Via positional cloning, we show that mutations in a zebrafish LTCC encoding gene, cav1.3a, underlie the auditory–
vestibular defects of gemini ( gem) circler mutants. gem homozygous receptor mutant HCs display normal cell viability, afferent synap-
togenesis, and peripheral innervation, yet exhibit strongly reduced extracellular potentials (�50% of wild-type potentials). Apical
FM1-43 uptake, however, is unaffected in gem mutant HCs, suggesting that mechanotransduction channels are functional. Using a
Gem-specific antibody, we show that the bulk of Gem/Cav1.3a immunoreactivity in HCs is restricted to basally located focal spots. The
number and location of focal spots relative to nerve terminals, and their remarkable ring-shaped structure, which is reminiscent of
synaptic dense bodies, are consistent with Gem/Cav1.3a channels clustering at HC ribbon synapses.
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Introduction
Ca 2� entry in sensory hair cells (HCs) of the vertebrate inner ear
contributes to multiple essential steps in auditory processing,
including mechanotransduction (transduction current and ad-
aptation), frequency tuning, efferent modulation, and neuro-
transmitter release onto postsynaptic afferent terminals (Hud-
speth, 1989; Lenzi and Roberts, 1994; Engel et al., 2002; Fuchs et
al., 2003). Transmitter release by HCs is exceptionally fast and
tonic (Moser and Beutner, 2000; Beutner et al., 2001; Glowatzki
and Fuchs, 2002) and relies on a structurally specialized active
zone, the ribbon synapse (RS). HC RSs are characterized by the
presence of a sphere-shaped proteinaceous organelle (also known
as dense body) adjacent to the presynaptic membrane. Dense
bodies are �300 nm in diameter and are surrounded by a halo of
tethered synaptic vesicles (Lenzi and von Gersdorff, 2001; Lenzi
et al., 2002; Fuchs et al., 2003). Despite their essential role in
photoreceptor neurotransmission (Allwardt et al., 2001; Altrock
et al., 2003; Dick et al., 2003), the mechanism by which synaptic
ribbons orchestrate sensory receptor neurotransmission remains
unclear (Parsons and Sterling, 2003). Tonic transmission by HCs
implies numerous and sustained vesicle fusion events at the active
zone and therefore sets high demands on the capacity of HCs to

produce elevated Ca 2� levels adjacent to RSs (Zenisek et al.,
2003).

Ca 2� imaging and electrophysiological studies have indicated
that the bulk of Ca 2� influx in HCs occurs in hotspots located in
discrete regions of the basolateral membrane. These hotspots,
which presumably correspond to Ca 2� channel clusters, might
coincide with HC presynaptic zones (Roberts et al., 1990; Issa and
Hudspeth, 1994; Tucker and Fettiplace, 1995; Martinez-Dunst et
al., 1997; Zenisek et al., 2003). In support of this hypothesis, large
intramembrane particles have been observed in the vicinity of
RSs in a number that agrees with the predicted number of Ca 2�

channels per HC (Roberts et al., 1990). Hence, the majority of the
Ca 2� channels of the HC may localize near ribbons, thereby pro-
viding the amount of Ca 2� entry that is necessary for HC
neurotransmission.

The Ca 2� influx that triggers transmitter release at HC RSs is
likely to be controlled by voltage-gated channels and is blocked
by L-type Ca 2� channel (LTCC) antagonists [e.g., dihydropyri-
dines (DHPs)], suggesting that LTCCs participate in HC trans-
mitter release (Zhang et al., 1999; Moser and Beutner, 2000;
Spassova et al., 2001; Robertson and Paki, 2002). Consistent with
this hypothesis, the predominant Ca 2� channel in avian HCs is
an LTCC, the class D LTCC (Cav1.3, also known as �1D/
CACNA1D) (Kollmar et al., 1997b), and mice carrying a targeted
null allele of the encoding gene display profound congenital deaf-
ness (Platzer et al., 2000; Namkung et al., 2001). In a recent study,
Brandt and colleagues (2003) demonstrated that HC exocytosis is
reduced in dissected organs of Corti from Cav1.3�/� mice, sug-
gesting a direct role in neurotransmission (Brandt et al., 2003).
Cav1.3 immunoreactivity has been detected in a broad region of
the basolateral membrane of chinchilla HCs (Lopez et al., 1999),
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and a recent report states a potential colocalization with the
SNARE [SNAP (synaptosome-associated protein of 25 kDa) re-
ceptor] protein syntaxin, yet in a nonprecisely identified region
of the HC membrane (Song et al., 2003). In HCs, a significant
number of vesicle fusion events possibly involving syntaxin occur
outside RSs (Zenisek et al., 2003). Hence, it remains to be shown
whether Cav1.3 effectively localizes at HC RSs. In this report, we
show that mutations in cav1.3a are responsible for auditory–ves-
tibular defects in zebrafish gemini mutants, and we present the
subcellular localization of this channel in HCs.

Materials and Methods
Zebrafish strains. The tc123d mutation was initially isolated in an
N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) large-scale mutagenesis screen for loco-
motion behavior-defective mutants (Granato et al., 1996). Additional
studies established tc123d as the founder of the gemini ( gem) comple-
mentation group of zebrafish vestibular (“circler”) mutants (Nicolson et
al., 1998). The gem tn004 allele was recovered from an ENU-based non-
complementation screen after a survey of 321 genomes. The dominant-
viable albino line, which produces embryos devoid of pigment, was used
for in situ hybridization experiments at larval stages. Larvae were raised
in E3 medium (in mM: 5 NaCl, 0.17 KCl, 0.33 CaCl2, and 0.33 MgCL2) at
28°C. All mutations were maintained in the heterozygous state in stan-
dard Tu background. The WIK polymorphic strain was used for genetic
mapping.

Phalloidin, FM1-43, and acridine orange labeling. Five days postfertil-
ization (dpf), larvae were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) at 4°C for
24 hr, permeabilized in 2% Triton X-100 and 4% PFA overnight at 4°C,
and stained with Alexa Fluor-conjugated phalloidin (Molecular Probes,
Eugene, OR) at a 1:100 dilution (2.5 mg/ml) in PBS and 0.1% Tween 20
(PBST) for an additional night at 4°C. Larvae were then washed at least
four times for 20 min in PBST at room temperature in the dark and were
mounted for confocal microscopy (see below). Staining of live larvae (5
dpf) with the styryl dye FM1-43 (Molecular Probes) were performed as
described previously using a 20 sec exposure time (Seiler and Nicolson,
1999). For acridine orange labeling, live larvae (7 dpf) of given genotype
were rinsed several times in E3, incubated in 5 �g/ml acridine orange
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for 2 min, and rinsed again two to
three times. FM1-43- and acridine orange-labeled larvae were exam-
ined under a fluorescence microscope using 10 –20� objectives and a
63� water lens.

Electrophysiological recordings. Response currents in HCs were re-
corded from tail lateral line (LL) neuromasts (NMs) as extracellular po-
tentials [“microphonics” (Flock, 1965)] essentially as described previ-
ously (Nicolson et al., 1998). Isolated tails were placed in Ringer’s
solution containing 100 nM tetrodotoxin, and a patch pipette (filled with
Ringer’s solution; 1–5 M�) was placed at the base of a hair bundle.
Potentials were recorded with an Axoclamp 2B amplifier (Axon Instru-
ments, Foster City, CA) in bridge mode, amplified 2000-fold, and digi-
tized at 10 kHz. Mechanical stimulation of HCs was performed using a
fluid jet (Denk and Webb, 1992). A micropipette (tip diameter, 50 –150
�m) filled with Ringer’s solution was oriented along the anteroposterior
axis and placed 50 –200 �m away from the NM. Fluid fluxes were gener-
ated by bidirectional sinusoidal modulations of the pressure within the
pipette. Pressure intensity was adjusted under visual control to produce
deflections of the hair bundle �10° to saturate HC responses. Data were
recorded for 500 msec. After 150 msec, a fluid jet stimulus (20 Hz for 200
msec) was applied. At least 200 trials were averaged for each NM and
bandpass filtered at 7– 48 Hz.

Positional cloning. Meiotic mapping lines (Tutc123d/WIK ) were gener-
ated by crossing gemtc123d heterozygotes to homozygous WIK fish. Their
progeny was scored for auditory–vestibular defects (e.g., acoustic startle
reflex and circling behavior) at 5 dpf as described previously (Granato et
al., 1996; Nicolson et al., 1998) (see mapping scheme at http://www.
eb.tuebingen.mpg.de/dept3/geisler/). Larval genomic DNA was pre-
pared and used for PCR as described previously (Geisler, 2002). DNA
pools from 48 mutant and wild-type sibling larvae were used for bulked
segregation analysis (Michelmore et al., 1991) whereby simple sequence

length polymorphisms (SSLPs) from a low-density genome-wide scan-
ning panel were used to test for linkage to tc123d. Z4190 [linkage group
(LG) 11, 40.5 cM] was found syntenic to the gem locus. High-resolution
genetic mapping was performed by genotyping 3607 individual mutant
F2s (7214 meioses) with additional SSLPs in the area (http://zebrafish-
.mgh.harvard.edu/zebrafish/index.htm), the loci of which were con-
firmed by radiation hybrid (RH) mapping (Goodfellow T51 zebrafish
RH panel; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) (Kwok et al., 1998). Recombination
events at SSLPs Z4221 and Z21428 defined an initial tc123d critical inter-
val of 4 cM (�3 Mb), with the nearest marker, Z21428, located at an
estimated physical distance of �20 kb (0.03 cM; two recombinants per
3607 mutants) proximal to the mutation. This marker was used to screen
P1 artificial chromosome [Resource Center for the German Genome
Project (RZPD), Berlin, Germany], bacterial artificial chromosome
(BAC) (BioCat, Heidelberg, Germany), yeast artificial chromosome (Re-
search Genetics, Huntsville, AL), and cosmid (COS) (RZPD) PCR-able
libraries for initiating the assembly of a physical contig through the gem
locus. Clones were obtained from the RZPD and were purified using the
Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) Large-Construct kit and the PSI� Clone Big
BAC DNA isolation kit (Princeton Separations, Adelphia, NJ). Clone
ends were sequenced using standard methods and screened for polymor-
phic markers [SSLPs, simple sequence length polymorphisms, and single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)]. Newly generated markers and novel
SSLPs mapped to the area (such as Z13666, recombinants at which were
used to close the contig distal to tc123d) were used to genotype recombi-
nants, to establish clone overlaps, and for additional rounds of library
screening. Chromosomal walk orientation was confirmed by PCR
screening contiguous genomic clones with markers proximal to Z21428
(e.g., Z25755) (see Fig. 2). Clone inserts were sized by pulse-field gel
electrophoresis as described previously (Geisler, 2002). Although we
could not establish a tiling path covering the entire gem interval, the
retention of two Z13666 crossovers at the distal end of PACd04215 and of
one Z21428 recombinant at the distal end of BAC128j09 implied that the
tc123d mutation resided in a small genomic region containing the LTCC-
encoding distal end of PACd19136 (see Fig. 2). PACd19136 was shotgun
sequenced at The Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (Hinxton, Cam-
bridge, UK).

Cloning of zebrafish cav1.3a and cav1.3b. Reverse-transcription (RT)-
PCR (RT-for-PCR kit; Clontech, Palo Alto, CA) and rapid amplification
of cDNA ends (RACE) (SMART and MARATHON RACE cDNA ampli-
fication kits; Clontech) were used to assemble a full-length cav1.3a
cDNA. At each step, RACE products were excised from agarose gels,
extracted (Nucleotrap; Macherey-Nagel, Easton, PA), subcloned in the
TA cloning pCRII-TOPO vector (Invitrogen), sequenced, and blasted to
GenBank. The assembled cav1.3a 3� end sequence [d19136 distal exon–3�
untranslated region (UTR)] was confirmed by long-range PCR (LR-
PCR) on cDNA (Advantage II PCR system; Clontech) and by alignments
with PACd19136 shotgun reads. Surprisingly, the last rounds of cav1.3a
5� rapid amplification of cDNA ends PCR-yielded products with an appar-
ently premature, in-frame stop codon when compared with other vertebrate
cav1.3 orthologs; predicted protein sequence upstream of this stop codon
aligned well to higher vertebrate Cav1.3 N termini. However, the recent
cloning of a cav1.3 ortholog from trout (Ramakrishnan et al., 2002) indicates
that this apparent stop codon is conserved among teleosts and likely belongs
to the 5� UTR. Genscan (http://genes.mit.edu/GENSCAN.html), Promoter
2.0, and Netstart 1.0 (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/) analyses of the
zebrafish genome draft assembly (z06) contigs (http://www.ensembl.
org/Danio rerio/) were further consistent with the gene being complete.
Full-length cav1.3b was mainly deduced from Blast and Genscan searches
of z06 followed by LR-PCRs on cDNA. Protein sequence alignments and
phylogenetic analyses were performed using ClustalW and Phylip algo-
rithms (http://clustalw.genome.ad.jp/). The domain structure of Cav1.3a
and Cav1.3b proteins were deduced from SMART analysis (http://
smart.embl-heidelberg.de) and from sequence comparisons with previ-
ously proposed mammalian, avian, and teleost Cav1.3 domains (Solda-
tov, 1992; Kollmar et al., 1997b; Ramakrishnan et al., 2002). Template
cDNAs used in all PCRs above were obtained from 5 dpf larval total RNA
extracts (Nucleospin RNAII; Macherey-Nagel) using standard or RACE
first-strand cDNA synthesis RT reactions according to the instructions of
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the manufacturer. The adult expression pattern of cav1.3a was assessed
by semiquantitative RT-PCR of total RNA pools from homogenates of
various adult tissues. GenBank accession numbers are AY528224
(cav1.3a) and AY528225 (cav1.3b).

Mutational analysis. Total RNA extracts from at least three indepen-
dent batches of tc123d and tn004 homozygotes and from their wild-type
siblings served as templates for RT-PCR using primers amplifying over-
lapping fragments covering the entire cav1.3a ORF. PCR products were
sequenced for mutational analysis. To distinguish natural SNPs from
potential ENU-induced mutations, mutant and wild-type sibling se-
quences were compared using Lasergene software from DNASTAR
(Madison, WI). The tc123d nonsense mutation occurs �400 bp down-
stream of the PACd19136 distal exon, consistent with the mapping data
implicating this exon as being tightly linked to the mutation. The tn004
missense mutation was not found in all other tested zebrafish genetic
backgrounds, including WIK, and no additional mutation other than
silent or shared with other backgrounds, all yielding conservative amino
acid polymorphisms, could be detected in cav1.3a transcripts of either
mutant allele. Both mutations were confirmed by sequencing PCR prod-
ucts from reactions using genomic DNA as template.

In situ hybridization. cav1.3a (nucleotides 3734 – 4537) and cav1.3b
(nucleotides 5653– 6101) digoxygenin-labeled (Roche Diagnostics,
Mannheim, Germany) sense and antisense riboprobes were transcribed
in vitro and used for whole-mount in situ hybridization essentially as
described previously (Hauptmann and Gerster, 1994). Five days postfer-
tilization, albino larvae were treated 25 min in 10 �g/ml proteinase K to
obtain efficient labeling of internal tissues, e.g., the pancreas. In �5% of
stained larvae, strong staining was unexpectedly observed on the left side
of specimens, i.e., opposite to the right location of the pancreas, and in
place of the liver. We believe, however, that it is the pancreas and not the
liver that was stained in these larvae and that these specimens reflected
the low occurrence of heterotaxia observed in several fish species. In
some experiments, stained larvae were Technovit embedded, sectioned,
and labeled with nuclear fast red (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA).
No signals were detected with any of the cav1.3a and cav1.3b control
sense probes.

Electron microscopy. Whole larvae (5 dpf) of given genotype were anes-
thetized with 0.02% 3-aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester and then fixed by
immersion in 2.0% glutaraldehyde and 1.0% PFA in normal solution (in
mM: 145 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.8 CaCl2, and 10 HEPES, pH 7.2) overnight to
several days at 4°C. Specimens were fixed with 1.0% OsO4 in H2O for 10
min on ice, followed by fixation and contrast with 1.0% uranyl acetate for
1 hr on ice, and then dehydrated with several steps in ethanol and em-
bedded in Epon. Ultrathin sections of gemtc123d homozygous mutant
specimens (n 	 5) and wild-type siblings (n 	 3) were stained with lead
citrate and uranyl acetate and were examined using a Philips CM 10
electron microscope.

Antibodies. The Gem polyclonal antibody (pAb) Gem25.2 was gener-
ated by immunizing rabbits with the Cav1.3a-specific peptide NH2-(C)-
KSKKQGSSANTRPQR-COOH (zebrafish Cav1.3a amino acids 42–56)
(SEQLAB, Göttingen, Germany). Crude Gem25.2 antiserum was used
for immunohistochemistry (diluted 1:1000) because affinity-purified
Gem25.2 eluates produced considerably weaker stainings. Preimmune
antiserum did not produce a signal. In peptide competition experiments,
the Gem25.2 antiserum (1:1000) was preadsorbed with 0.1 �g/ml pep-
tide antigen (mass ratio of 10:1) for 2 hr at 37°C in PBS, the antigen–pAb
mixture was centrifuged at 16,000 � g for 30 min, and the resulting
supernatant was used for immunohistochemistry as described below.
Staining with preadsorbed antiserum was done in parallel with labeling
using crude antiserum. A mouse monoclonal anti-Synaptophysin Ab
(Synaptic Systems, Göttingen, Germany), was used at a 1:10 dilution.
Secondary Abs were Alexa Fluor (488, 546, 568) conjugated goat anti-
rabbit IgG, goat anti-mouse IgG, and goat anti-mouse IgM Abs (all di-
luted 1:500) from Molecular Probes.

Whole-mount immunohistochemistry and confocal microscopy. Five
days postfertilization larvae of given genotype were fixed overnight at 4°C
in 4% PFA and were processed immediately for whole-mount immuno-
histochemistry (long-term storage in methanol or 4% PFA was detri-
mental to immunoreactivity). Specimens were permeabilized with 1.5%

Triton X-100 overnight at 4°C in fixative, washed four times (20 min each
rinse) in PBST, and blocked in 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBST
for at least 1 hr at room temperature. Larvae were then incubated with the
primary Abs of interest at appropriate dilutions (see above) in 1% BSA–
PBST for at least 24 hr at 4°C, washed extensively in PBST, stained with
appropriate combinations of Alexa Fluor-conjugated secondary Abs for
a minimum of 4 hr at room temperature in the dark, washed again
extensively in PBST, and mounted under thin glass fibers, on their sides,
for confocal microscopy analyses (see below). Images of NM hair cells
were generated with a Leica (Nussloch, Germany) DM IRB/E inverted
confocal microscope using a 100� oil lens. Images are either single con-
focal plane sections (0.5–1 �m) or Z-stack projections of 16 –32 sections
scanned from basolateral to postsynaptic regions of HCs. The apicolat-
eral region of HCs was systematically omitted from our projections be-
cause nonspecific Gem25.2 staining was observed in HC kinocilia and
bases of stereocilia.

Results
Cellular basis of the gemini auditory–vestibular phenotype
Two large-scale chemical mutagenesis screens for locomotion
and behavioral defects in 5 dpf zebrafish larvae led to the isolation
of several mutants, including gem, exhibiting fully penetrant
deafness and imbalance (“circling”) phenotypes despite normal
larval morphology (Granato et al., 1996; Nicolson et al., 1998).
The genes affected in circler mutants may encode proteins that
are specifically required for HC function and are therefore of
great interest for dissecting the molecular bases of inherited
forms of nonsyndromic deafness in humans (for review, see Ash-
more, 1998; Petit et al., 2001; Morton, 2002; Whitfield, 2002).
The gem complementation group initially consisted of only one
allele, tc123d (Nicolson et al., 1998). To facilitate the molecular
characterization of the underlying gene, we conducted a small-
scale noncomplementation screen and recovered an additional
allele, tn004, from the inspection of �320 genomes. After several
outcrosses, tc123d and tn004 homozygotes and tc123d/tn004
transheterozygotes exhibited identical behavioral phenotypes.
Both mutations are larval lethal and segregate in a recessive pat-
tern. In rare cases, we observed a weak semidominance associated
with the tn004 allele (data not shown).

Initial analyses of gemtc123d lateral line NM HCs had shown
that microphonic potentials were reduced by 70% compared
with wild-type HCs, despite normal HC morphology (Nicolson
et al., 1998). Microphonic potentials are a readout of the sum of
stimulus-evoked transepithelial return currents that result from
asymmetric ionic currents across the HC membrane (e.g., the
transduction current in apical stereocilia and voltage- and time-
dependent currents in the basolateral membrane) (Corey and
Hudspeth, 1983). Initiation of the currents, however, depends on
the presence of the transduction current that triggers depolariza-
tion (Corey and Hudspeth, 1983). Hence, the strongly affected
yet detectable microphonics of tc123d HCs suggested that the
mutation might generate a hypomorphic allele of a gene encod-
ing an essential component of the transduction machinery of the
HC (Nicolson et al., 1998). Alternatively, gem could encode a
modulator of the transduction apparatus or a HC protein re-
quired downstream of transduction.

gem-homozygous HCs from both mutant alleles were exam-
ined at the cellular level (Fig. 1). Because a slight reduction in the
number of HCs per sensory epithelium may account for a reduc-
tion in microphonic amplitude (Nicolson et al., 1998), we first
examined whether gem mutations compromise early HC viabil-
ity. We labeled live larvae (7 dpf) with the cell-death marker
acridine orange. NM HC nuclei of gemtc123d and gemtn004 ho-
mozygotes were indistinguishable from those of wild-type larvae
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because no obvious labeling was observed (Fig. 1A–C). In con-
trast, the pyknotic nuclei of the HC degeneration mutant skylab
(skb) (Nicolson et al., 1998) were brightly labeled at this stage
(data not shown). These observations indicated that micro-
phonic reduction in gem mutants does not arise from defects in
HC survival. To investigate whether a functional defect in trans-
duction could account for the reduction in microphonics, we
labeled live gem larvae with the vital dye FM1-43 and assessed dye
incorporation in NM HCs. FM1-43 uptake by zebrafish HCs is
mediated by apical endocytosis, a mechanotransduction-
dependent process. Zebrafish larval HCs in which transduction is
abolished, such as mar mutants or nompC morphants, or ze-
brafish HCs exposed to blockers of the transduction channel do
not take up the dye (Seiler and Nicolson, 1999; Sidi et al., 2003).
Although an endocytic route of entry was also reported in guinea
pig inner HCs (Griesinger et al., 2002), other studies suggest that
FM1-43 may enter through transduction channels (Gale et al.,
2001; Meyers et al., 2003). We compared FM1-43 uptake by gem
HCs of either allele and found that it was normal (Fig. 1D–F),
suggesting that transduction is not grossly affected in gem
mutants.

We then examined microphonic potentials in gem mutants.
Recordings were made extracellularly with a patch pipette while

the stereocilia were deflected by a water jet from a stimulus pi-
pette (for details, see Materials and Methods). Microphonic po-
tentials often show pronounced response components at twice
the stimulus frequency because NMs contain HCs with opposite
preferred directions (Flock, 1965) (Fig. 1G, left). In tc123d ho-
mozygotes, we observed a reduction in microphonic amplitude
(�50% of wild type) but not a complete absence of microphonics
(Fig. 1G, right), consistent with previous findings (Nicolson et al.,
1998). tn004 mutant NM HCs showed a similar reduction in
microphonic amplitude compared with wild type (Fig. 1G, right),
indicating that the gem alleles we isolated are of similar strength.

gem encodes Cav1.3a
To understand how gem mutations impair HC microphonic po-
tentials without compromising mechanotransduction activity,
we sought to identify the underlying mutated gene. Bulk segrega-
tion analysis using a genome-wide scanning panel of microsatel-
lite markers detected a significant linkage between the tc123d
mutation and a marker located �50 cM distal to the LG11 prox-
imal telomere. Because no obvious candidates had been mapped
previously to this region, we undertook a positional cloning ap-
proach (for details, see Materials and Methods). The distal end of
the genomic clone PACd19136, which physically mapped within
the gem interval, contained an exon encoding an LTCC trans-
membrane segment (cav1-IIIS6) (Fig. 2). The proximal end of
PACd19126 also contained coding sequence, with an exon en-
coding the N terminus of the �2�3 subunit of LTCCs (also known
as CACNA2D3), a gene that is linked to the CAV1.3 gene (also
known as CACNA1D) in human and mouse genomes (Fig. 2,
bottom). This conservation of synteny suggested that the cav1-
IIIS6 exon we identified belonged to a zebrafish cav1.3 ortholog.
In agreement with this notion, database searches indicated that
the peptide with the closest homology to cav1-IIIS6 was trans-

Figure 1. gem mutants have reduced HC extracellular receptor potentials. A–F, Acridine
orange and FM1-43 labeling, respectively, of HCs in live zebrafish larvae (A–C, 7 dpf; D–F, 5 dpf)
of indicated genotypes. Scale bar: (in C) A–C, 10 �m; D–F, 150 �m. G, Microphonic potentials
are reduced in gem NMs. Left, Microphonic potentials in response to a saturating sinusoidal
deflection of the hair bundle (20 Hz, 200 msec; see bottom trace) in wild-type (wt) and the two
mutant gem alleles. In the noise control, the recording electrode and stimulus pipette were
placed between NMs to assess the recording noise. Each trace was averaged over at least 200
trials and bandpass filtered between 7 and 48 Hz. The bottom trace shows the driver potential
applied to the stimulus pipette obtained with the sinusoidal command function. Right, Statis-
tical comparison of microphonic potentials in mutants and wild-type siblings. The amplitude of
microphonic potentials was measured as the average of the four largest differences between
adjacent positive and negative peaks during stimulation. Mean amplitudes were normalized to
the mean amplitude in wild-type siblings and amounted to 52 
 18% in tc123d at 4 dpf
(mean 
 SD; n 	 12 mutants; n 	 6 wild type), 59 
 20% in tc123d at 5 dpf (n 	 7 mutants;
n 	 4 wild type), and 36 
 16% in tn004 at 5 dpf (n 	 7 mutants; n 	 5 wild type). The
reduction of microphonic potential amplitude relative to the response of wild-type siblings was
statistically significant in all cases (Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Significance levels are as follows:
*p � 0.05; **p � 0.01.

Figure 2. Integrated genetic and physical map of the gem locus on zebrafish LG11 and
syntenic relationships with mammalian genomes. A genomic region of �5 cM located at 50 cM
from the top of LG11 is shown. The number of recombinants between tested markers and
tc123d are shown above the chromosome line. Arrowheads indicate the direction to the muta-
tion. The assembled physical contig of PAC, BAC, and COS clones across the mutant locus is
shown underneath the LG line. The scale bar indicates clone insert sizes. BAC94p07 (60 kb) is not
drawn to scale. Clone ends depicted by black circles contained Tu/WIK polymorphism(s) and
were used as markers to genotype recombinants. The gem critical interval was defined by the
retention of one proximal and two distal recombinants at markers d04215/Sp6 and 128j09/T7,
respectively. Exons harbored by both ends of PACd19136 are magnified under the clone line,
with their respective 5�–3� orientations. Bottom, Conservation of the cav1/a2d3 synteny in
zebrafish, mouse (Mm) (chromosome 14, A3 region; �24 Mb from the proximal telomere) and
human (Hs) (chromosome 3, p14 –21 region; �54 Mb from the proximal telomere) genomes.
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membrane segment IIIS6 of chick Cav1.3 (also known as
CHCACHA1D) (Kollmar et al., 1997b). In addition, cav1.3 was
an excellent candidate for gem because Cav1.3 knock-out mice,
similarly to gem mutant zebrafish, exhibit deafness (Platzer et al.,
2000).

To investigate this hypothesis further, we conducted in situ
hybridization experiments with probes derived from cav1 RACE
fragments that were obtained using primers located in cav1-IIIS6.
The RACE reactions yielded partial cDNAs that corresponded to
at least two genes we tentatively named cav1.3a and cav1.3b. In-
deed, radiation hybrid mapping revealed that a subset of RACE
fragments (cav1.3b fragments) mapped to another chromosome
(LG8, 100 cM distance from top). In contrast to zebrafish, mam-

malian genomes contain a single cav1.3
copy. Interestingly, we found that ze-
brafish cav1.3a and cav1.3b are expressed
in mutually exclusive domains. Consistent
with cav1.3a being a promising candidate
for gem, it is strongly expressed in inner ear
and LL sensory epithelia from 30 hours
postfertilization (hpf) onward (Fig.
3A–F). In the sensory patches of the larval
ear, the cristae and maculae, expression
appeared to be restricted to HCs (Fig. 3E
and data not shown). LL NMs exhibited a
similar HC-specific expression (Fig. 3F).
We did not observe cav1.3a expression in
supporting cells (Fig. 3E,F) or in the au-
ditory and LL ganglion cell bodies (Fig.
3D). Similarly to its mammalian ortholog
(Williams et al., 1992; Iwashima et al.,
1993; Takimoto et al., 1997), cav1.3a is also
expressed in the CNS, pancreas, and ret-
ina. CNS expression is first detectable in
discrete regions of the forebrain (telen-
cephalon and thalamic and hypothalamic
ventral diencephalon), midbrain, and ven-
tral hindbrain (possibly branchial motor
neurons) (Fig. 3A,B). From 48 hpf on-
ward, cav1.3a expression spreads to most
regions of the CNS (Fig. 3C,D). The onset
of pancreatic expression occurs at �30 hpf
(Fig. 3A,B), soon after the differentiation
of the first insulin-expressing cells (Biemar
et al., 2001). cav1.3a mRNA levels persist
throughout development in pancreatic
cells that presumably belong to the �-islet
(Fig. 3G–I). Retinal expression initiates at
48 hpf and appears to be restricted to the
inner plexiform layer, basal cells of the in-
ner nuclear layer (amacrine cells), and the
ganglion cell layer (Fig. 3H, J). In the adult
zebrafish, cav1.3a is expressed in identical
tissues and, in addition, at low levels in the
heart (Fig. 3N). In contrast, no cav1.3b
message was detected in HCs, CNS, pan-
creas, or heart at all stages examined (Fig.
3K,L and data not shown). Expression of
cav1.3b in the eye was restricted to the
outer plexiform and photoreceptor cell
layers (Fig. 3M). Consistent with its ex-
pression in photoreceptors, cav1.3b mes-
sage is also abundant in pinealocytes of the

epiphysis from 30 hpf onward (Fig. 3K–M). Starting at 72 hpf,
cav1.3b expression spreads to lateral cells of the pineal organ.
These cells presumably belong to the habenular nuclei (Fig. 3L,
inset) (Concha et al., 2003).

Our genetic and physical mapping results, together with in
situ expression analyses, established cav1.3a as an excellent can-
didate for gem. We therefore assembled a full-length cav1.3a
cDNA for mutational analysis. This cDNA was derived from one
of the numerous cav1.3a splice variants we isolated during RACE
experiments and may represent the longest form expressed in
larval zebrafish. The 6548 kb cav1.3a message encodes a 2082
amino acid protein, the sequence and domain structure of which
are highly similar and identical, respectively, to that of other ver-

Figure 3. cav1.3a and cav1.3b mRNA expression patterns in the developing and adult zebrafish. mRNA (blue) was detected at
embryonic (A, B, 30 hpf; K, 24 hpf) and larval (C–J, L, M, 5 dpf) stages by whole-mount in situ hybridization with cav1.3a ( A–J) and
cav1.3b ( K–M) antisense riboprobes. A, C–G, I–L, Lateral views with anterior to the left and to the right, respectively. B, Dorsal
view (anterior to the right) of the same embryo as in A; the embryo was flat mounted. H, Ventral view, anterior to the top. M,
Frontal view of a larva cross-sectioned at the level of the epiphysis. E, F, I, J, Close-ups of the following organs (5 dpf): E, ear (focus
is on the three cristae; white asterisks denote anterior LL NMs that are not in focus); F, anterior LL NM; I, bean-shaped pancreas. A
black asterisk marks expression in a neighboring NM; J, eye. G, H, Arrows mark expression in the pancreas. K, L, Arrows mark
expression in the epiphysis organ. K, L, Insets, Anterior dorsal views of the same specimens. t, Telencephalon; vdi, ventral
diencephalon; mb, midbrain; ov, otic vesicle; hb, hindbrain; p, pancreas; di, diencephalon; mhb, midbrain– hindbrain boundary;
hcp, HC primordium; ac, anterior crista; mc, medial crista, pc, posterior crista; ex, exocrine; en, endocrine; rpl, retinal pigmented
epithelial layer; pcl, photoreceptor cell layer; ipl, inner plexiform layer; opl, outer plexiform layer; inl, inner nuclear layer; gcl,
ganglion cell layer; ep, epiphysis; lh, left habenula; rh, right habenula. Scale bar: (in M ) A, B, 100 �m; C, H, 150 �m; D, 80 �m; E,
65 �m; F, 5 �m; G, 60 �m; I, J, 20 �m; K, 125 �m; L, 200 �m; M, 90 �m. N, A cav1.3a-specific band is detected by RT-PCRs of
total RNA from adult brain, ear, eye, pancreas, heart (low levels), and testis tissue homogenates.
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tebrate Cav1.3 proteins (Soldatov, 1992; Kollmar et al., 1997b)
(Fig. 4A) (for details, see supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.
neurosci.org). Phylogenetic analyses clearly identified Cav1.3a as
the closest relative to higher vertebrate Cav1.3 proteins, with
Cav1.3b representing a distant member of the same class (Fig. 4C)
(supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org).

In cav1.3a cDNAs from gemtc123d homozygotes, we identified a
C3 T transition at nucleotide 3970 exchanging an Arg codon
(CGA, R1250) for a stop codon (TGA) (Fig. 4A). This nonsense
mutation affects a hydrophilic residue of transmembrane seg-
ment IVS4 and disrupts the integrity of the last transmembrane
domain while also removing the C-terminal tail (Fig. 4A). In
gemtn004 transcripts, we detected a C3 T transition at nucleotide
1072 substituting an Arg (CGC, R284) for a Cys (TGC) residue in
the IS5–IP region (Fig. 4A). This missense mutation affects an
amino acid conserved in all known vertebrate Cav1.3 channels, as
well as in most voltage-gated Ca 2� channel classes across species
(Fig. 4B). The presence of deleterious mutations in cav1.3a tran-
scripts from both gem alleles provided strong evidence that
cav1.3a is the gem gene. In addition, sequencing and gene predic-
tion analyses of PACd19136 revealed that no gene other than
cav1.3a resides within the gem critical interval. The sole other
coding sequences detected on the clone (�2�3 exon 1 and an
opsin gene) reside 3� to the BAC128j09 recombination break-
point. Altogether, these results demonstrated that gem encodes
Cav1.3a.

The Gem25.2 antiserum specifically detects Gem/Cav1.3a
channels as focal spots localized near the basal region of NMs
To investigate the role of Gem/Cav1.3a in HCs, we sought to
localize the channel by whole-mount immunohistochemistry.
We generated rabbit antisera directed against various potentially
antigenic peptides of zebrafish Cav1.3a and assessed their immu-
noreactivity in intact 5 dpf zebrafish larvae using confocal mi-
croscopy. One of these antisera, Gem25.2, produced strong im-
munoreactivity in inner ear and NM sensory neuroepithelia and
was selected for additional analyses. The Gem25.2 antigen is a
Cav1.3a-specific peptide located in the N-terminal tail
(KSKKQGSSANTRPQR, residues 42–56) (Fig. 4A) (supplemen-
tal Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org).

Figure 5A shows a typical ventrolateral side view of Gem25.2
immunoreactivity in a zebrafish anterodorsal NM and underly-
ing LL nerve, with the dorsal-most plane coinciding with the
basal surface of HCs. Labeling of the LL nerve and HC basal
membranes is obvious. Notably, strong immunoreactivity occurs
in discrete regions of the basal surface of the NM that may coin-
cide with the interface between LL axons and HCs. We hereafter
refer to these distinct sites of immunoreactivity as “focal spots.”
No or negligible labeling was detected within the basal cytoplasm
of HCs.

We tested the specificity of Gem25.2 by peptide competition
and by examining immunoreactivity in gem mutants. During
preliminary binding to its antigen, the Gem25.2 antiserum still
produced strong labeling of the LL nerve. In contrast, overall
labeling of HC basal membranes and immunoreactive focal spots
was blocked by peptide competition (Fig. 5G). These results sug-
gest that, in contrast to HC membrane labeling and focal spots,
LL axon staining is nonspecific. A similar result was obtained
when gemtc123d mutants and wild-type siblings were analyzed.
gem sibling specimens produced analogous immunoreactivity to
that shown in Figure 5A, whereas tc123d mutants resembled
specimens stained with Gem25.2 preincubated with the antigen
(Fig. 5C). Axon labeling was retained in tc123d mutants, but
staining of HC basal membranes was weaker and/or more diffuse.
Most striking was the complete absence of focal spots (Fig. 5B,C).
In contrast to the tc123d nonsense mutation, the missense tn004
mutation did not affect any features of Gem25.2 immunoreactiv-
ity (Fig. 5F).

RT-PCR and in situ hybridization indicated that cav1.3a

Figure 4. gem encodes the Cav1.3a isoform of zebrafish LTCCs. A, Topographic diagram of
the Cav1.3a secondary structure. The channel core consists of four transmembrane domains
subdivided into six hydrophobic segments (1– 6) and a pore (P) region, with each transmem-
brane domain connected to the next by an intracellular loop of variable length. gem mutant
lesions are indicated by circles. Positively charged residues in voltage–sensor domains (I–IV S4)
are illustrated by � signs. The position of the Gem25.2 epitope, the Ca 2�-binding helix-loop-
helix unit (EF) hand, and other functionally characterized domains are indicated. BD, Binding
domain; �BD, � subunit binding domain; CamBD, calmodulin binding domain; RBPbd, RIM
binding protein binding domain (for details, see supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.
jneurosci.org). B, Alignments of the IS5–IP region of a variety of voltage-gated Ca 2� channels.
Top, 1.3 isoforms from various species. Bottom, Various isoforms of human Cav channels. Cor-
responding channel classes (L-, P/Q-, N-, R-, and T- type) are indicated at the right. � or �
signs indicated in parentheses stand for conservation or nonconservation, respectively, of the
Arg residue mutated in gemtn004 (arrowhead). C, Phylip unrooted dendogram deduced from
Clustal alignments of the shown proteins, indicating that cav1.3a is the true ortholog of higher
vertebrate cav1.3 genes. Cav1.3b appears to belong to the 1.3 class, suggesting that it is a true
paralogue of cav1.3a that arose through duplication of a cav1.3 common ancestor and that
subsequently diverged. wt, Wild type; Dr, Danio rerio; Hs, Homo sapiens; Gg, Gallus gallus; Om,
Oncorhynchus mykiss (trout); Fr, Fugu rubripes; Rn, Rattus norvegicus; Ma, Mesocricetus auratus;
Dm, Drosophila melanogaster.
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mRNA levels are normal in tc123d homozygotes (data not
shown). This result excludes that the absence of Gem25.2 focal
spots in tc123d mutants results from a nonsense-mediated decay
of the transcript. In addition, the Gem25.2 epitope is not affected
by the tc123d C-terminal truncation (Fig. 4A). The following
possibilities could explain the absence of Gem25.2 focal spots in
tc123d mutants: (1) tc123d-truncated Cav1.3a channels are unsta-
ble and degraded, (2) the conformation of the truncated channels
compromises plasma membrane integration and/or immunore-
activity of the antigen, (3) tc123d channels lack a critical
C-terminal site required for membrane localization and/or clus-
tering efficiency, or (4) an epistatic effect of the mutation, such as
abnormal synaptogenesis or synaptic degeneration, removes not
only Cav1.3a channels but also other components of the cellular
structure(s) underlying the focal spots. Only the latter hypothesis
is compatible with the possibility that Gem25.2-immunoreactive
focal spots are nonspecific. In transmission electron microscopic
(TEM) sections of tc123d mutant NMs, however, ribbons are
present near active zones, such as in HCs of wild-type siblings
(Fig. 5D,E). Hence, peptide competition and mutant labeling
experiments strongly suggest that Gem25.2 specifically recog-
nizes Cav1.3a.

Focal spots of Gem/Cav1.3a immunoreactivity localize within
the basal membrane of HCs
The spatial distribution of Gem25.2 focal spots reveals that Gem/
Cav1.3a preferentially localizes in discrete regions of the basal
area of NMs that may coincide with the interface between HCs
and underlying axons. We first assessed whether the Gem25.2
focal spots occur within or outside the HC membrane (e.g., in
adjacent axons or NM support cells). We performed double-
labeling experiments using fluorescently labeled phalloidin to vi-
sualize the submembranous actin cytoskeleton of HCs. Figure 6
shows a side view (lateral section) of a dorsoanterior NM. The
outlines of HCs and underlying supporting cells can be visualized
in a bright-field image of the section (Fig. 6A). As predicted,
incubation with phalloidin yielded strong staining of the actin-
rich stereociliary bundles but also uniformly labeled the HC walls
(Fig. 6C). In the two HCs that are in focus, Gem25.2 immunore-
activity can be found all along the basolateral membrane, where it
appears rather uniform and diffuse, and in discrete regions of the
basal membrane, which are strongly labeled and presumably cor-
respond to the Gem25.2 focal spots (Fig. 6B). This staining
clearly overlapped with that of phalloidin (Fig. 6D). No obvious
Gem25.2 labeling was detected outside or underneath HCs (Fig.
6B,D). Therefore, Gem/Cav1.3a channels localize within specific
areas of the HC basal membrane.

The position, fine structure, and number of Gem25.2 focal
spots are consistent with Gem/Cav1.3a channels clustering at
HC RSs
The basal-most localization of Gem25.2 focal spots in HCs sug-
gests that Gem/Cav1.3a channels may localize at RSs. In TEM
sections of vertebrate HCs, RSs are typically found apposing af-
ferent terminals (Fig. 5D,E) (see Fig. 9A,B) (Lenzi et al., 2002;
Fuchs et al., 2003). Hence, we wanted to establish the location of
the Gem25.2 focal spots relative to afferent postsynaptic zones.
We first tested whether the nonspecific yet strong labeling of LL
axons by Gem25.2 correlated with afferent and/or efferent axons.
Synaptophysin is one of the SNARE proteins that, although de-
tected at photoreceptor ribbons (Von Kriegstein et al., 1999), is
completely absent at HC RSs (Safieddine and Wenthold, 1999). It
is, however, present in efferent terminals in which it contributes

Figure 5. Specific immunoreactivity of the Gem25.2 antiserum in the basal region of NMs. Images
are Z-stack projections of 16 confocal sections with the basal surface of NMs and LL nerve as apical-
mostanddistal-mostsectionplanes,respectively.GenotypesandAbsolutionsareindicatedinleftand
right bottom corners, respectively. A, Ventrolateral view of Gem25.2 labeling of an anterodorsal NM
and underlying LL nerve in a 5 dpf intact zebrafish wild-type larva. B, C, Gem25.2 labeling of tc123d
sibling ( B) and mutant ( C) NMs and LL nerves (images are projections, as in A). D, E, TEM sections of
tc123d sibling and mutant HC RSs. The ribbon (R) and underlying active zone (AZ) are depicted. F,
Gem25.2 labeling of the interface between a gemtn004 mutant NM and underlying LL nerve. G, Label-
ing produced by the Gem25.2 antiserum preincubated with its target antigen. LLN, Lateral line nerve.
Scale bar: (in E) A, 5 �m; B, C, F, G, 3 �m; D, E, 300 nm.
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to vesicle fusion (Safieddine and Wenthold, 1999; Waka et al.,
2003). We therefore used synaptophysin as a specific marker for
efferent synapses. As shown in Figure 7A–C, anti-synaptophysin
immunoreactivity did not coincide with Gem25.2-labeled axon
endings, implying that the nonspecifically labeled axons are LL
afferents. We then determined the position of Gem25.2-labeled
afferent terminals relative to the Gem25.2-labeled HC focal spots.
We could identify most contacts between the HCs of each NM
and underlying afferents (Fig. 7D,E). Strikingly, these contacts
always coincided with focal spots (Fig. 7E). Hence, Gem/Cav1.3a
channels reside in the position that is expected for HC RS-specific
Ca 2� channels.

Examination of the positions of focal spots relative to afferent
terminals at high magnification revealed that focal spots were
organized in a stereotypical shape resembling that of a ring (Figs.
7F, 8B–D, insets). The rings of Gem25.2 immunoreactivity ap-
peared to be formed by individual dots linked one to another by
more diffuse staining (Figs. 8B-D, insets, 9C,D), suggesting that
the rings are in fact formed by clusters of individual and/or
groups of Gem/Cav1.3a channels. We further noticed a striking
correlation between the spherical-like structure and diameter
(�300 nm) of the nonlabeled, central area of Gem25.2 focal spots
and the spherical form and diameter that are characteristic of HC
synaptic ribbons (Fig. 5D,E). Hence, the fine structure of
Gem25.2 focal spots is also in strong agreement with the notion
that Gem/Cav1.3a channels reside at HC RSs.

One other implication of Gem/Cav1.3a localizing at HC RSs is
that the number of channel clusters per HC should be similar to
the number of ribbons per HC. Examination of TEM sections

suggests that 5 dpf HCs contain at least two RSs, often occurring
in pairs (Fig. 9B). We counted focal spots in 20 NMs from 10
different specimens (one representative NM is shown as an ex-
ample in Fig. 8) and obtained an overall ratio of 0.8 focal spots per
HC (n 	 177 focal spots; n 	 218 HCs). The number of focal
spots is therefore lower than expected. Less than perfect immu-
noreactivity, masking effects of background or overall membrane
staining, and/or the occurrence of RSs in pairs may account for
this difference. Nearly 20% of Gem25.2 clusters had an elliptic
rather than a spherical shape (Figs. 8C, insets, 9D). In contrast to
rings of Gem25.2 immunoreactivity that are suggestive of the
presence of a single ribbon (Fig. 9A,C�), the elliptic patterns of
immunoreactivity may correspond to those 5 dpf HC RSs com-
posed of two ribbons (Fig. 9B,D�). Although we could not estab-
lish a strict numerical agreement between focal spots and RSs,
these experiments nevertheless indicated that the number of
Gem25.2 focal spots is in the range of that of HC RSs. On the basis
of position, fine structure, and number of Gem25.2 focal spots,
we conclude that Gem/Cav1.3a channels cluster at HC RSs.

Discussion
In this study, we identified the molecular defects associated with
the gem deafness–imbalance phenotype as point mutations in a
Ca 2� channel encoding gene, cav1.3a. The gem gene encodes one
of the two class 1.3 pore-forming subunits of zebrafish LTCCs
and is strongly expressed in inner ear and NM HCs. Similarly to
Cav1.3 knock-out mice (Platzer et al., 2000), deafness in gem
arises from HC-specific defects. Our analysis of the distribution
of Gem/Cav1.3a proteins in wild-type and mutant HCs strongly
favors loss of Ca 2� influx at RSs as the basis for the gem mutant
phenotype. Together, our results support the notion that the un-
usual biophysical properties of Cav1.3 LTCCs (Kollmar et al.,
1997a,b) are of evolutionary and functional relevance to the

Figure 6. Gem/Cav1.3a focal spots localize within the HC basal membrane. A–D, Lateral
view (single confocal section, 0.5 �m thick) of an anterodorsal NM of a 5 dpf wild-type zebrafish
larva double-labeled with Gem25.2 and phalloidin, a marker of actin filaments. A, Bright-field
view of the NM and underlying supporting cells. Black dashed regions delineate two HCs that are
in focus. White-dashed regions indicate two HCs that are not in focus and the surface of the NM
in which HC stereociliary bundles reside (this region coincides with strong phalloidin staining in
C). B, C, Fluorescent images of the same section showing sites of Gem25.2 immunoreactivity ( B)
and phalloidin labeling ( C). D, Merged image of B and C, showing the position of Gem25.2-
immunoreactive zones relative to the phalloidin-labeled cortical actin. Scale bar, 3.5 �m. b,
Bundles; n, nucleus; SC, supporting cell.

Figure 7. Gem25.2 focal spots appose lateral line afferent terminals and have a ring-like
morphology. A–C, The efferent marker synaptophysin does not colocalize with Gem25.2 non-
specific labeling of LL fibers. Images are Z-stack projections of serial confocal sections (0.5 �m
thick) through the region just basal to an anterodorsal NM of a 5 dpf wild-type zebrafish larva
double labeled with Gem25.2 (green) and synaptophysin (red) antibodies. D–F, Nonspecifically
labeled afferent fibers project to Gem25.2-positive focal spots. D, Projection of 16 lateral sec-
tions (0.5 �m thick) through an anterodorsal NM in a region encompassing LL nerve axons and
the basal surface of HCs. E, Same image as in D illustrating all clearly distinguishable axons and
their target focal spot (depicted by dashed lines and arrowheads of identical colors). F, Projec-
tion of three lateral sections (0.5 �m thick) through a different anterodorsal NM, seen at
twofold higher magnification than that in D and E and showing the branching of two individual
axons near their target focal spots. Note the ring-shaped structure of the focal spots. Scale bars:
(in C) A–C, 3 �m; (in F ) D, E, 3.5 �m; F, 1.8 �m.
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unique property of vertebrate HCs to produce fast and sustained
transmitter release (Fuchs et al., 2003).

The effects of gem mutations on HC microphonic potentials
and channel localization
In seminal studies of bullfrog saccular HCs, at least four currents
were proposed to contribute to the generation of the HC micro-
phonic potential: the transduction current, a Ca 2�-dependent
K� (BK) current, and two voltage-dependent currents, one for
K� (Kv current) and one for Ca 2� (the Cav current presently
studied) (Corey and Hudspeth, 1983; Lewis and Hudspeth,
1983). In gemtc123d homozygous HCs, the microphonics are re-
duced by �50%. gemtn004 mutant HCs show a similar reduction
(up to �60%). In general, zebrafish mutant HCs with a compa-
rable reduction in microphonics show readily visible defects in
FM1-43 uptake (Seiler and Nicolson, 1999). HCs carrying weak
alleles of sputnik/cadherin23, for instance, display a microphonic
defect similar to that seen in gem mutants and are obviously
affected in their ability to take up FM1-43. However, FM1-43
uptake appears normal in gem mutants, suggesting that mech-
anotransduction channels are functional. Our uptake experi-
ments may not detect subtle differences in transduction effi-
ciency. Normal transduction currents were also reported in
isolated HCs from Cav1.3�/� mice (Brandt et al., 2003). The
reduction in microphonic potentials may be attributed to the loss
of Gem/Cav1.3a channel activity and possibly to the loss of the
downstream BK current. Consistent with this notion, mouse
Cav1.3�/� HCs lack BK currents, and BK channels appear to be
absent (Brandt et al., 2003). In gem mutant HCs, lack of BK

currents may perturb cell repolarization after stimulus-induced
depolarization, an effect that will reduce the driving force on the
transduction current. Alternatively, the lack of Gem/Cav1.3a
channel activity may lead to secondary defects, which in turn
affect the microphonic potentials.

The gemtc123d mutation is predicted to truncate the channel
within the fourth transmembrane domain (IVS), thereby remov-
ing two transmembrane segments (IVS5 and IVS6) and one pore
helix (IVP). Although the predicted truncated channel retains the
epitope recognized by the Gem25.2 Ab, we observed strongly
reduced immunoreactivity in basolateral HC membranes of
tc123d homozygotes. tc123d may therefore be a function-null
allele, if not a protein-null allele, of gem/cav1.3a. In contrast, both
the levels and localization of Cav1.3a produced by the gemtn004

missense allele appear normal (Fig. 5F). This observation indi-
cates that tn004-encoded Cav1.3a channels are nonfunctional,
suggesting a crucial role for the mutated arginine residue in chan-

Figure 8. Number and fine structure of Gem25.2-immunoreactive rings in basal membranes
of NM HCs. A–D, Ventral views of four serial confocal sections (0.3 �m thick) through an
anterodorsal NM of a 5 dpf wild-type zebrafish larva labeled with Gem25.2. The apical-most
section ( A) coincides with the mediolateral membrane of the HCs of the NMs; Gem25.2-
immunoreactive rings are not yet in focus. The basal-most section ( D) is through the basal-most
surface of the NM; deeper sections do not contain any additional Gem25.2 rings. The number of
HCs was counted in focal planes in which the cell outlines were clearly visible (denoted hc in A).
Focal spots in focus are marked by arrowheads and then by asterisks as they leave the focal plane
(to mark their former position). In this experiment, we counted 11 HCs and nine focal spots.
Insets in B–D are close-ups of individual focal spots. Scale bar, 3 �m.

Figure 9. A model for Gem/Cav1.3a localization in zebrafish HCs. A, B, TEM sections of 5 dpf
wild-type HC afferent terminals showing the presence of either one ( A) or two ( B) ribbons at the
RS. C, D, Gem25.2 focal spots at high magnification. Note their circular or elliptic shape and their
punctated aspect, suggesting a clustering of single or groups of Gem/Cav1.3a channels adjacent
to ribbons. C�, D�, Drawings of HC RSs from a lateral view. The dashed arrow in each panel
indicates the view (dorsal) from which the drawings are related to C and D, respectively. Scale
bar: (in A) A, 375 nm; B, 300 nm; C, D, 500 nm. AFF, Afferent terminal; az, active zone; fv, fusing
vesicle; n, nucleus; r, ribbon; ta, tethering apparatus; tv, tethered vesicle.
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nel conductance (R284, corresponding to R324 in human
Cav1.3). Consistent with this hypothesis, the amino acid invari-
ance at this position extends from class 1.3 L-type Ca 2� channels
to most vertebrate voltage-gated Ca 2� channels (R-type and sev-
eral T-type channels being exceptions) (Fig. 4B). In addition,
residues in the IS5–IS6 region had been postulated previously to
play a critical role in Cav1-mediated LTCC conductance (Dirksen
et al., 1997). Additional studies will help establish the precise role
of the tn004-affected residue in Cav1.3a activity.

Gem/Cav1.3a as a HC ribbon-specific Ca 2� channel
Voltage-gated Ca 2� entry is important for HC transmitter release
(Roberts et al., 1990; Beutner et al., 2001). Whether the contribu-
tion of the Cav1.3 isoform of LTCCs to vesicle fusion is direct or
indirect, however, has remained unclear. Although capacitance
measurements and afferent nerve recordings of DHP-treated HC
preparations from mouse and frog strongly suggest an involve-
ment of LTCCs in HC neurotransmission (Zhang et al., 1999;
Spassova et al., 2001; Robertson and Paki, 2002), these studies
suffer the inherent caveat of possible nonspecific effects of the
drug. However, a recent study of inner ear HCs isolated from
Cav1.3�/� mice has shown that capacitance measurements in
response to depolarization are reduced (Brandt et al., 2003).
Moreover, many studies are consistent with LTCCs localizing at
sensory receptor RSs (Roberts et al., 1990; Issa and Hudspeth,
1994; Tucker and Fettiplace, 1995; Martinez-Dunst et al., 1997;
Nachman-Clewner et al., 1999; Hibino et al., 2002; Zenisek et al.,
2003). High-resolution subcellular localization of Cav1.3 in HCs,
however, has not been reported. Recent immunohistochemistry
studies detected Cav1.3 proteins either in a broad region of the
HC basolateral membrane (Lopez et al., 1999) or as colocalized
with the SNARE protein syntaxin (Song et al., 2003). However,
the precise position of the immunoreactivity relative to afferent
presynaptic terminals was not assessed. Our immunolocalization
data indicate that (1) Gem channels preferentially localize in dis-
crete regions of the basal membrane of HCs, (2) the number of
discrete regions per HC is in the range of the number of RSs per
HC, (3) the discrete regions map to the sites of neurotransmis-
sion, that is, at the interface with afferent endings, and (4) the
pattern of immunoreactivity in these discrete regions is rem-
iniscent of the spherical structure of HC ribbons, suggesting
that single or groups of Gem/Cav1.3a channels cluster in the
HC membrane near the ribbon (Fig. 9C�,D�). Altogether, these
observations strongly suggest that Gem/Cav1.3a is present at
the HC RS.

Etiology for the gem deafness phenotype and
concluding remarks
Our characterization of the zebrafish circler mutant gemini pro-
vides a valuable, nonmammalian genetic model for dissecting the
function and evolution of Cav1.3 in vertebrate HCs. The results
from our phenotypic, electrophysiological, and immunolocaliza-
tion analyses, considered in the light of recent analyses of murine
Cav1.3�/� HCs (Platzer et al., 2000; Brandt et al., 2003; Glueckert
et al., 2003), lead us to propose that absence of Ca 2� influx at HC
RSs, and therefore a likely defect in transmitter release, accounts
for the gem deafness phenotype. Future studies using gem mu-
tants may further help to assign a direct role for Cav1.3a channels
in HC transmission and may increase our understanding of the
means by which this Ca 2� channel underlies the unusual kinetics
and throughput of HC neurotransmission.
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